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Executive Summary
A great debate is underway in American foreign policy: a
tug-or-war over the extent of U.S. interests in—and
American engagement with—the Middle East. To some, the
region has come to be seen as a “purgatory” that continues
to leech valuable resources and national attention.1 Others
have contended that “the Middle East isn’t worth it any
more,” and Washington should downsize its regional
presence to a more modest and sustainable footprint.2 Still
others have argued that, in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic, engagement in the Middle East represents an
“unnecessary expensive and wasteful” venture which
should be terminated altogether.3
In the post-Cold War era, U.S. interests in the region
have undergone a profound redefinition, driven by a range
of factors. One of them is the decline of the Middle East as a
key source of U.S. oil supply. Another factor has been the
changing nature of U.S. counterterrorism policy. Perhaps
most prominent, however, has been the U.S. shift in
strategic focus away from the Middle East and toward Asia
as a region of primary concern and competition. That focus
has both persisted and been reinforced in recent years by
the global rise of China and changing perceptions of the
PRC among U.S. policymakers. Cumulatively, these factors
Mara Karlin and Tamara Cofman Wittes, “America’s Middle East
Purgatory,” Foreign Affairs, January/February 2019,
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/middle-east/2018-1211/americas-middle-east-purgatory.
1

Martin Indyk, “The Middle East Isn’t Worth It Any More,” Wall Street
Journal, January 17, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-middleeast-isnt-worth-it-anymore-11579277317.
2

Ted Galen Carpenter, “Now Is The Time To Shed Our Middle East
Burdens,” The American Conservative, June 27, 2020,
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/now-is-the-timeto-shed-our-middle-eastern-burdens/.
3
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have helped to reinforce an American turn away from the
Middle East, even as the region has presented an array of
new and pressing challenges, as well as opportunities, to
U.S. strategic interests.

Iran
In a region that boasts no shortage of problems, none have
been more vexing to the United States over the past four
decades than the one posed by the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Today, the Biden administration is engaged in a protracted
diplomatic effort to bring Iran back into the confines of the
2015 nuclear deal. Administration officials initially hoped a
revival of that agreement would serve as a prelude to a
“longer and stronger” agreement with Tehran.4 That,
however, has not happened; to the contrary, as of this
writing, the most likely outcome of U.S. diplomatic talks is
a “less for more” deal that would impose fewer restrictions
on Iran’s nuclear effort while providing the regime in
Tehran with more lavish concessions and sanctions relief
than ever before.5
In the process, the Biden administration has scaled back
its engagement with Iranian opposition forces and
deprioritized the plight of the Iranian people, over the
entreaties of activists.6 The Administration has thus
“Blinken says US to seek ‘longer and stronger’ deal with Iran,” i24
News, January 19, 2021,
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/international/1611087752-blinkensays-us-to-seek-longer-and-stronger-deal-with-iran.
4

On the perils of such an agreement, see Jacob Nagel and Mark
Dubowitz, “‘Less for More’ is the Worst Deal of All,” Newsweek,
November 8, 2021, https://www.newsweek.com/less-more-worstdeal-all-opinion-1645727.
5

See, for instance, Adam Shaw, “Iranian dissidents urge Biden to keep
up pressure on Tehran, say regime at ‘weakest point in history,’” Fox
News, February 23, 2021, https://www.foxnews.com/politics/iranianbiden-pressure-on-tehran-weakest-point.
6
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effectively chosen the country's aging clerical regime over
its young and westward-looking population – and done so
at precisely the time when the Islamic Republic is arguably
at its weakest point in four decades. This could end up being
a fateful decision, one that robs the United States of a
meaningful ability to shape Iran’s political trajectory in the
years ahead. A more balanced strategy on the part of the
United States would seek to deter and contain the predatory
regional behavior of Iran’s current clerical regime while
simultaneously engaging meaningfully with alternatives to
it, with the ultimate objective of empowering a posttheocratic transition in Iran that better aligns the country
with American values and interests.

Russia
Moscow’s return to the region of recent years represents the
culmination of a long-standing ambition on the part of the
Kremlin. Russia’s foreign policy in the Middle East has
often been depicted as overwhelmingly opportunistic in
nature.7 While that has certainly been the case, it would be
a mistake to underestimate the scope of the Kremlin’s
ambitions. To date, the United States has failed to
adequately recognize Russia’s expanded presence and
influence in the Middle East, or to begin to mobilize against
it. For the moment, the Biden administration is preoccupied
with Russia’s new war against Ukraine, and deterring the
Kremlin from expanding that conflict still further. Notably,
the course of that conflict has prompted changes to Russia’s
military posture – including a reallocation of resources from

See, for instance, Frederic Wehrey and Andrew S. Weiss, “Reassessing
Russian Capabilities in the Levant and North Africa,” Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, August 31, 2021,
https://carnegieendowment.org/2021/08/31/reassessing-russiancapabilities-in-levant-and-north-africa-pub-85222.
7
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the Middle East and Africa.8 Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to expect Russia to retain a strategic presence in the Middle
East, and to maintain an interest in serving as a “spoiler” for
American regional efforts there. In turn, addressing this
presence will require a U.S. policy of sustained political and
military engagement with the countries of the region that
diminishes the Kremlin’s attractiveness as a strategic or
military partner for those nations.

China
The growing focus on China among policymakers in
Washington has contributed to America’s current turn
away from the Middle East. As a result, comparatively few
U.S. analysts and experts have taken note of Beijing’s
expanding strategic footprint in the Middle East (as well as
Africa). When they have, astute observers have expressed
growing alarm at what they see as an “emerging Middle
East Kingdom” that Beijing is erecting in the region. 9
China’s offensive has come in the form of deep—and
ongoing—economic investments. Beijing’s outreach,
moreover, is not confined to the Sunni nations of the region;
China is significantly expanding ties to Shi’ite Iran as well.
Simultaneously, China has also become deeply invested in
Israel, and this growing stake has begun to create tensions
in the long-standing “special relationship” between
Jerusalem and Washington. U.S. officials have become
See, for instance, Jennifer Cafarella, Ezgi Yazici, and Zach Coles,
“Russia Mobilizes Reinforcements from Syria and Africa to Ukraine,”
Institute for the Study of War Backgrounder, March 31, 2022,
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russia-mobilizesreinforcements-syria-and-africa-ukraine.
8

Michael Doran and Peter Rough, “China’s Emerging Middle East
Kingdom,” Tablet, August 2, 2020,
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/israel-middleeast/articles/china-middle-eastern-kingdom.
9
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increasingly alarmed over ways in which Israel’s deepening
connection to the PRC could potentially compromise
bilateral military cooperation.10 They have also raised
concerns over China’s involvement in critical infrastructure
projects in Israel, such as the port of Haifa, that might
provide Beijing with insights into, and access to, vital
intelligence pertaining to the U.S.-Israeli alliance.11
For its part, Beijing views these investments in distinctly
geopolitical terms: as a way of displacing the United States
in the Middle East and blunting American influence there.
The PRC’s emergence as a serious strategic player in the
Middle East carries enormous consequences, both for the
United States and for America’s regional allies. As the
United States reduces its presence in—and influence over—
Mideast affairs, the resulting vacuum is being filled by
China, which is using its economic engagement and
technological exports to reshape the contours of the region
in a less free, more authoritarian direction.12

Syria
More than ten years on, the Syrian civil war continues to
fester, and to exert a profound influence over the
See, for instance, Michael Wilner, "U.S. Navy may stop docking in
Haifa after Chinese take over port," Jerusalem Post, December 15, 2018,
https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/US-Navy-may-stop-docking-inHaifa-after-Chinese-take-over-port-574414.
10

See, for instance, Douglas J. Feith and Shaul Chorev, “National
Security Perils of China’s Belt and Road Policy,” National Institute for
Public Policy Information Series No. 447, October 22, 2019,
https://nipp.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/IS-447.pdf; See also
Ilan Berman, “Israel’s Dangerous Dalliance With China,” Wall Street
Journal, January 14, 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/israelsdangerous-dalliance-with-china-11547411591.
11

Ilan Berman, “The ‘China Model’ Comes To The Middle East,” AlHurra Digital, July 17, 2019, http://www.ilanberman.com/22944/thechina-model-comes-to-the-middle-east.
12
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geopolitical currents of the region in a number of concrete
ways. Recent American policy, however, threatens to make
the overall situation significantly worse. Since taking office,
the Biden administration has scaled down the U.S.
commitment to isolating the Assad regime on the world
stage or to meaningfully resolving the region’s most
intractable conflict. In turn, the Administration’s laissez faire
attitude, and its failure to enforce existing sanctions against
Syrian officials, has helped spur a “regional normalization”
of the Assad regime, as more and more Middle Eastern
states begin to engage with Damascus anew.13 As a result,
the conflict’s current destructive status quo is becoming
further entrenched, and finding a meaningful resolution to
it all the more difficult.

Israeli-Arab Normalization
The links between Israel and various Arab states in the
region have set in motion a qualitatively new trend in the
Middle East—what Israeli officials have termed a “new era”
of peace, prosperity and coordination between Israel and
the Arab World.14 Yet these connections are currently taking
place largely without the involvement of the United States.
Such a posture of disengagement and disinterest carries
tremendous risks for the United States. By failing to
acknowledge the new strategic currents taking shape in the
Middle East, the United States will relegate itself to the role
of a mere bystander in the region, without much ability to
See, for instance, Josh Rogin, “Biden is tacitly endorsing Assad’s
normalization,” Washington Post, October 7, 2021,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/10/07/biden-istacitly-endorsing-assads-normalization/.
13

Seth J. Frantzman, “Abraham Accords, one year later: The inside
story,” Jerusalem Post, August 11, 2021,
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/abraham-accords-one-year-laterthe-inside-story-676440.
14
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shape regional events or influence its dynamics. Moreover,
by not backing the region’s evolving economic and political
partnerships, the United States will inevitably find itself
eclipsed by other regional actors (such as Russia and China)
who have begun to throw their backing behind these new
connections.15
The foregoing strategic dynamics are of enormous
consequence to the United States. They present
policymakers in Washington with new challenges and fresh
opportunities that cumulatively demand a re-conception of
the role that America can and should play in the region.
Such a rethink begins with the understanding that the
Middle East is not peripheral to American interests, or to its
global priorities. For roughly a decade, the United States has
been in strategic retreat from the region, as other priorities
have steadily risen in prominence for American
policymakers. This inattention has been exploited by
adversaries such as China and Russia, which have adroitly
taken advantage of U.S. disengagement to advance their
own agendas and presence in the region—and done so in
ways that disadvantage long-term American interests. At
the same time, the deepening political, economic and
strategic integration now visible between Israel and the
Arab World holds the potential to significantly advance
American security and U.S. strategic interests.
Most concretely, ongoing regional challenges, such as
the threat posed by Iran and the conflict in Syria, require a
new security architecture capable of providing assurance to
regional allies and a common defense against shared
threats. Today, the rationale for such an effort has been
greatly advanced by the new dynamism and connectivity
evident in Israeli-Arab ties, which have created the political
See, for instance, Tuvia Gering, “China’s View of the Abraham
Accords,” Jerusalem Institute for Strategy and Security, October 20,
2020, https://jiss.org.il/en/gering-chinas-view-of-the-abrahamaccords/.
15
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and economic infrastructure to make such an alignment
possible. Yet, since taking office, the Biden administration
has abandoned the idea (pursued by its predecessor) in
favor of a more traditional approach to the Middle East—
one focused on bilateral diplomacy with Iran and routine
political contacts with Israel and the countries of the Persian
Gulf and North Africa. In the process, it has overlooked a
key opportunity to create a persistent regional presence that
enhances U.S. deterrence and better protects key partners
and allies.
Whatever form it ultimately takes, U.S. policy must be
predicated on the understanding that the Middle East is
both a vital area for American interests and a key arena for
21st century competition. For, if the United States fails to
take the region and its evolving strategic dynamics
seriously, Washington will inevitably be marginalized in
it—with profound (and profoundly negative) consequences
for American security and prosperity.

Introduction
A great debate is underway in American foreign policy: a
tug-or-war over the extent of U.S. interests in—and
American engagement with—the Middle East. To some, the
region has come to be seen as a “purgatory” that continues
to leech valuable resources and national attention.16 Others
have contended that “the Middle East isn’t worth it any
more,” and Washington should downsize its regional
presence to a more modest and sustainable footprint.17 Still
others have argued that, in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic, engagement in the Middle East represents an
“unnecessary expensive and wasteful” venture which
should be terminated altogether.18
It was not always this way. Throughout the decades of
the Cold War, the Middle East occupied a central role in U.S.
strategic thinking. Part of this focus was derivative in nature
and a response to the USSR, which had come to view the
region as a crucial arena in the struggle for influence against
the United States and consequently extensively supported
anti-American regimes and movements there in the 1970s
and 1980s.19 Yet the United States also maintained
important freestanding interests in the Middle East, most
prominent among them safeguarding the security of the
State of Israel (with which it had forged a strategic
partnership beginning in the early 1980s) and ensuring the
free flow of oil from the region. These and other factors
helped shape a robust and extended American commitment

16

Karlin and Wittes, op. cit.

17

Indyk, op. cit.

18

Carpenter, op. cit.

Ariel Cohen, “The Primakov Doctrine: Russia’s Zero-Sum Game with
the United States,” Heritage Foundation FYI no. 167, December 15, 1997,
https://www.heritage.org/report/the-primakov-doctrine-russias-zerosum-game-the-united-states.
19
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to the region. As President Ronald Reagan outlined in
September 1982:
Our involvement in the search for Mideast peace
is not a matter of preference; it's a moral
imperative. The strategic importance of the region
to the United States is well known, but our policy
is motivated by more than strategic interests. We
also have an irreversible commitment to the
survival and territorial integrity of friendly states.
Nor can we ignore the fact that the well-being of
much of the world's economy is tied to stability in
the strife-torn Middle East.20
In the post-Cold War era, however, U.S. interests in the
region have undergone a profound redefinition, driven by
a range of factors.
One of them is the decline of the Middle East as a key
source of U.S. oil supply. Since the dawn of the oil era early
last century, American engagement with the Middle East
has been shaped by the region’s role as a global energy
producer. Access to oil stood at the center of the historic
entente forged between President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt and Saudi King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud in February
1945, and in the U.S. engagement with the other oil rich
monarchies of the Persian Gulf of subsequent years. These
contacts provided the United States with preferential access
to Middle Eastern oil, and the region became a vital source
of energy for the U.S.21 However, this made the United
Ronald Reagan, Address to the Nation on United States Policy for
Peace in the Middle East, September 1, 1982,
https://www.reaganlibrary.gov/archives/speech/address-nationunited-states-policy-peace-middle-east.
20

By the late 1970s, oil imports from the Middle East accounted for
more than 26% of total U.S. annual oil imports. Data drawn from the
U.S. Energy Information administration
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=mcr
imuspg2&f=a.
21
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States deeply susceptible to external shocks, such as the one
caused by the October 1973 Arab oil embargo, which was
undertaken by the Arab members of OPEC in response to
U.S. support for Israel during the Yom Kippur War that
year.
In the post-Cold War era, American dependence on
Middle Eastern energy continued—and deepened—amid
soaring U.S. consumption. When tallied in 2001, oil from
Persian Gulf countries accounted for 23 percent of total U.S.
crude imports.22 By 2008, that figure had declined slightly,
to under 19 percent, but the region still constituted an
indispensable part of America’s overall “energy mix.”23
Over the past decade, however, an American energy
“revolution” has taken hold, driven by a bipartisan
commitment to eliminate dependence on foreign sources of
oil. Encompassing dramatic increases in domestic oil and
natural gas production, as well as investments in renewable
energy sources, this effort has allowed the United States to
begin to fundamentally alter its patterns of energy
production and consumption. As part of this shift,
America’s dependence on foreign sources of energy,
including the Middle East, has begun to decline. According
to data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration,
in 2020 the Middle East accounted for less than 10 percent
of total U.S. imports.24 While the Biden administration,
through decisions like the 2021 cancellation of the Keystone

See Robert Rapier, “How Much Oil Do We Import From The Middle
East?” Forbes, January 7, 2020,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rrapier/2020/01/07/how-much-oildo-we-import-from-the-middle-east/?sh=4be1f17021c6.
22

23

Ibid.

U.S. Energy Information Administration, “U.S. Imports from Persian
Gulf Countries of Crude Oil,” n.d.,
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=mcr
imuspg2&f=a.
24
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XL pipeline project,25 has signaled that energy
independence does not rank high on its list of priorities, the
larger trendline of U.S. energy disengagement from the
Middle East has continued apace, at least at present.26 As it
has, it has fostered a rethink among U.S. officials regarding
the indispensability of the Middle East to American
strategic interests.
Another factor has been the changing nature of U.S.
counterterrorism policy. The terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001 ushered in an intense period of U.S. overseas
military operations, beginning with 2001’s Operation
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan and extending to
Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. At home, it spawned the
creation of a vast governmental bureaucracy dedicated to
proactive counterterrorism policing, intelligence collection
and law enforcement. This focus has been sustained for the
past two decades by the rise of new threats, such as the
Islamic State terrorist group, and the emergence of conflicts
(like the civil wars in Libya and Syria) which threaten U.S.
interests and allies. Yet, while these engagements have been
overwhelmingly successful along a key metric, that of
preventing subsequent attacks on the U.S. homeland, their
extended nature, amorphous objectives and resource-heavy
Matthew Brown, “Keystone XL pipeline nixed after Biden stands firm
on permit,” Associated Press, June 9, 2021,
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-joe-biden-keystonepipeline-canada-environment-and-nature141eabd7cca6449dfbd2dab8165812f2.
25

For instance, U.S. imports of oil from Saudi Arabia—which
previously served as America’s principal Mideast supplier—has
declined precipitously; in 2008-2009, the United States imported
roughly one million barrels a day from the Kingdom; as of January
2021, that figure had declined to virtually zero. Sheela Tobben and
Julian Lee, “U.S. Imports No Saudi Crude for First Time in 35 Years,”
Bloomberg, January 6, 2021,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-06/saudi-oilexports-to-u-s-at-zero-for-first-time-in-35-years.
26
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requirements have led them to decline in popularity with
the American electorate. Germane, too, has been the rise of
domestic terrorism as a serious concern within the United
States. This phenomenon has captured significant national
attention of late, and shifted both intelligence and law
enforcement away from the challenge posed by Islamic
extremism.27
Perhaps most prominent, however, has been the U.S.
shift in strategic focus away from the Middle East and
toward Asia as a region of primary concern and
competition. A little over a decade ago, amid the ferment of
the “Arab Spring” in the Middle East, President Obama
announced what would come to be known as a “pivot to
Asia.” In November 2011 remarks before the Australian
Parliament, he underscored plans for a “broader shift”
away from the Middle East, in which the U.S. would turn
its attention to “the vast potential of the Asia Pacific region”
to take advantage of political and economic opportunities
there.28 At the time, that shift was seen by many as an
attempt on the part of the Obama administration to
disengage from the troublesome strategic dynamics of the
Middle East in lieu of more favorable ones in the Asia
Pacific theater.29

See, for instance, John Haltiwanger and Sonam Sheth, “War at home:
20 years after 9/11, jihadists are no longer the biggest threat facing the
US,” Business Insider, September 10, 2021,
https://www.businessinsider.com/white-supremacists-biggestextremist-threat-us-september-11-20th-anniversary-2021-9.
27

White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “Remarks By President
Obama to the Australian Parliament,” Canberra, Australia, November
17, 2011, https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-pressoffice/2011/11/17/remarks-president-obama-australian-parliament.
28

Stephen P. Cohen and Robert Ward, “Asia Pivot: Obama’s Ticket out
of the Middle East?” Brookings Institution, August 21, 2013,
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/asia-pivot-obamas-ticket-outof-middle-east/.
29
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That focus has both persisted and been reinforced in
recent years by the global rise of China and changing
perceptions of the PRC among U.S. policymakers. Since
2013, the increasingly aggressive foreign policy adopted by
China under the guidance of Communist Party General
Secretary and President Xi Jinping has helped demolish the
so-called “Washington consensus” regarding China: that is
possible to transform the PRC into a “responsible
stakeholder” on the world stage through deeper political
and economic engagement.30 During its time in office, the
Trump administration embraced a national security
strategy which had as its central pillar the idea of “great
power competition” with China (as well as Russia) across a
series of domains.31 That priority has been echoed by the
Biden administration, which since taking office has
recognized the need for “long-term strategic competition”
with China.32 (More recently, the White House has
gravitated toward a more restrained version of this effort.33
However, by and large, the priority still remains in effect
The idea was most famously articulated by then-Deputy Secretary of
State Robert Zoellick back in 2005, in a speech before the National
Committee on U.S.-China Relations. The full text of Zoellick’s speech is
available at
https://www.ncuscr.org/sites/default/files/migration/Zoellick_rema
rks_notes06_winter_spring.pdf.
30

White House, National Security Strategy of the United States of America,
December 2017, https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905.pdf.
31

See, for instance, Jacob Fromer and Mark Magnier, “US, EU must
prepare for ‘long-term strategic competition with China,’ says Joe
Biden,” South China Morning Post, February 20, 2021,
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3122460/us-eu-mustprepare-long-term-strategic-competition-china-says-president.
32

See, for instance, “US looking for responsible competition with China,
White House says,” Press Trust of India, October 8, 2021,
https://www.business-standard.com/article/international/us-lookingfor-responsible-competition-with-china-white-house-says121100800049_1.html.
33
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across the Federal bureaucracy.) Consequently, the Asia
Pacific is now an arena of intense strategic focus for
Washington, ranging from alliance-building (in the form of
the Quad and the newly formed AUKUS alliance) to
initiatives intended to better defend Taiwan against
Chinese aggression.34
Cumulatively, these factors have helped to reinforce an
American turn away from the Middle East, even as the
region has presented an array of new and pressing
challenges, as well as opportunities, to U.S. strategic
interests.

A Changing Iran
In a region that boasts no shortage of problems, none have
been more vexing to the United States over the past four
decades than the one posed by the Islamic Republic of Iran.
The fall of the Pahlavi dynasty in the Spring of 1979
transformed Iran from a dependable strategic ally of the
United States into an implacable ideological adversary. The
success of the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s Islamic
Revolution ushered in a violent, totalitarian theocracy
committed to the exportation of its radical religious creed
beyond its borders, and to ideological confrontation with
the West.35 In the years since, those priorities have

Gordon Lubold, “U.S. Troops Have Been Deployed in Taiwan for at
Least a Year,” Wall Street Journal, October 7, 2021,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-troops-have-been-deployed-intaiwan-for-at-least-a-year-11633614043.
34

Thus, the Preamble of Iran’s original 1979 constitution, released just
months into Khomeini’s new government, declares that the country’s
clerical army, the Islamic Revolution Guard Corps (IRGC), “will be
responsible not only for guarding and preserving the frontiers of the
country, but also for fulfilling the ideological mission of jihad in God's
way; that is, extending the sovereignty of God's law throughout the
world.” See
35
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manifested themselves in a number of concrete ways, from
extensive support for international terrorism to persistent
meddling in the internal affairs of other nations, both in its
immediate neighborhood and beyond.
These destructive tendencies drove the United States to
view Iran as a cardinal regional threat in the 1980s and
1990s, and structure much of its policy in the Middle East in
response to it. Over the past two decades, these regime
proclivities have been compounded—and progressively
overshadowed—by another: the Islamic Republic’s
persistent pursuit of a nuclear capability. Yet today, the
Islamic Republic is on the cusp of profound change as a
result of a number of key trends, with vast implications for
regional security—and for American interests.
Among the most far-reaching is demographics. The
Islamic Republic is now in the throes of a generational
transition that will help reshape the contours of the
country’s politics, the complexion of its regime, and its
larger relationship with the world. With a median age of 32,
Iran ranks among the older nations of the Middle Eastern
region.36 Yet the age structure of the Islamic Republic is
highly significant; today, 37.47 percent of Iran’s population
of 85.8 million people is aged 24 or younger.37 The practical
consequences of this breakdown cannot be overstated.
Simply put, this cohort has no recollection of the Islamic
Revolution, and lacks the ideological bonds that would
tether it securely to the regime in Tehran. It has

https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Iran_1989.pdf?lang=e
n.
“Median age of the population in Middle Eastern countries in 2020,”
statista.com, n.d., https://www.statista.com/statistics/591024/medianage-of-the-population-in-the-middle-east/.
36

“Iran,” CIA World Factbook, October 27, 2021,
https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/iran/#peopleand-society.
37
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consequently become an overriding source of worry for
Iran’s ruling elite.
Iran’s clerical class, meanwhile, is increasingly aging
and infirm, and preoccupied with the survivability of its
ideological order. The senior leadership of the Iranian
regime is heavily populated by clerics and officials now in
their 80s and 90s, many of whom have begun to pass from
the political scene. Iran’s Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei, is
now 82 years old, and has for years suffered from a range of
ailments, including prostate cancer.38 Ahmad Jannati, the
ultra-conservative cleric who heads both Iran’s Assembly of
Experts, the powerful clerical body that will select the
country's next supreme leader, and its Council of
Guardians, which oversees the country’s legislature to
ensure compliance with revolutionary principles, is now
aged 94. A number of high-profile national figures,
meanwhile, have passed away in recent years.
As this transition has taken hold, the Iranian regime has
shifted its political strategy and adopted a more hands-on
approach to governance. In the 1990s, the regime had been
confident enough to countenance the appearance of
political pluralism within the Iranian system and permit the
rise of “reformist” elements such as former President
Mohammed Khatami. Today, by contrast, it has adopted an
increasingly intrusive and invasive political strategy aimed
at shaping the strategic direction of the country. In the
words of one observer, the Iranian regime has quite simply
“stopped pretending” that it is anything other than an
authoritarian theocracy.39
Thomas Erdbrink, “Iran’s Top Leader Undergoes Prostate Surgery,”
New York Times, September 8, 2014,
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/09/world/middleeast/iransayatollah-khamenei-has-prostate-surgery.html.
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Another key trend is environmental. In the Summer of
2021, protests erupted in Iran’s Khuzestan region over
water shortages caused by deepening drought conditions
and governmental mismanagement. The unrest in
Khuzestan quickly spread to other cities throughout the
country before eventually being quelled by government
forces, but it underscored a longstanding problem—one
with the power to fundamentally undermine the authority,
and the stability, of the Iranian government. After decades
of poor administration, bad resource allocation and
government mismanagement, Iran is now suffering
through a water crisis that is truly national in scope.
The problem is not new. Back in 2018, Mohammad
Hossein Shariatmadar, the head of Iran’s national center for
strategic agriculture and water management, warned that
the Islamic Republic was “only five years away from an allencompassing water disaster as a result of five decades of
mismanagement.”40 The following year, the World
Resources Institute, a leading environmental think tank,
ranked Iran as one of the world's most “water stressed”
nations, and estimated that the Islamic Republic consumes
some 80 percent of its available water resources every year.
This situation, it warned, means that “even small dry
shocks—which are set to increase due to climate change—
can produce dire consequences.”41
In other words, the Islamic Republic has become deeply
susceptible to environmental disruptions. As evidence, at
least 110 cities throughout the country were forced to
implement some form of water rationing or suffered
disruptions this past summer in response to record drought

“Iran And Its Neighbors Face ‘Extraordinary Water Crisis’ – Report,”
Radio Farda, August 8, 2019, https://en.radiofarda.com/a/iran-and-itsneighbors-face-extraordinary-water-crisis---report/30099295.html.
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conditions, according to official governmental tallies.42 In
turn, hundreds of protesters were arrested, and dozens
killed, in clashes with authorities over increasingly
desperate ecological conditions.
The political consequences are potentially profound.
The looming resource crisis created by decades of official
mismanagement has created a truly universal problem—
one that affects every strata of Iranian society, even those
that sat out previous rounds of anti-regime activism (such
as the 2009 protests). Quite simply, water scarcity has
provided a common rallying point for all Iranians, as well
as a shared grievance against the Iranian regime. It is for this
reason that observers have identified environmental
degradation and increasingly harsh climatological
conditions as a potential “Achilles heel” for the Iranian
regime.43
The third consequential trend taking place within Iran
is a shift in internal political debate. A little over a decade
ago, when protests broke out in response to Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s fraudulent reelection to the Iranian
presidency, the internal political discussion within Iran still
largely centered on the possibility of affecting incremental
behavioral change within the Islamic Republic. Indeed, the
two main leaders of the so-called “Green Movement,” MirHossein Mousavi and Mehdi Karroubi, were both
establishment figures who had previously served in senior
regime positions. As a result, the change they promised was

Neville Teller, “Iran’s water crisis threatens the regime,” Jerusalem
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tactical in nature, and built around a reformation of the
existing regime rather than its elimination.
Today’s opposition narrative, by contrast, is
fundamentally different. While Iran’s notoriously fractious
opposition remains riven along political, ideological and
cultural lines, it is increasingly united around the notion
that the Iranian regime is an unreformable ideological
construct that must be fundamentally discarded.44 For its
part, the Iranian regime is acutely aware of this internal
shift. It is the reason why, since the start of the current cycle
of civil unrest in Iran in December 2017, the regime has
embraced increasingly draconian methods to maintain
order and suppress dissent, including mass killings and the
full shutdown of the national internet.45 Quite simply, the
Iranian government is cognizant that it has lost the “hearts
and minds” of its captive population, and is now prepared
to go to extreme lengths to maintain its hold on power in
the face of popular disaffection.
But if this trend is apparent to Iranians and the Iranian
government, it still is not in the West. There, the trope that
Iranian politics are caught in a contest between “reformists”
and “hardliners” continues to prevail—and to profoundly
shape Western policy toward Iran, which continues to
revolve around engagement with, and containment of the
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current regime in Tehran, rather than exploiting its
bankruptcy or exploring alternatives to it.
Indeed, as of this writing, the Biden administration is
engaged in a protracted diplomatic effort to bring Iran back
into the confines of the 2015 nuclear deal. Administration
officials had initially hoped a revival of that agreement
would serve as a prelude to a “longer and stronger”
agreement with Tehran.46 That, however, has not happened;
to the contrary, as of this writing, the most likely outcome
of U.S. diplomatic talks is a “less for more” deal that would
impose fewer restrictions on Iran’s nuclear effort while
providing the regime in Tehran with more lavish
concessions and sanctions relief than ever before.47
In the process, the Biden administration has scaled back
its engagement with Iranian opposition forces and
deprioritized the plight of the Iranian people, over the
entreaties of activists.48 The Administration has thus
effectively chosen the country's aging clerical regime over
its young and westward-looking population – and done so
at precisely the time when the Islamic Republic is arguably
at its weakest point in four decades. This, in turn, could end
up being a fateful decision, one that robs the United States
of a meaningful ability to shape Iran’s political trajectory in
the years ahead. A more balanced strategy on the part of the
United States would seek to deter and contain the predatory
regional behavior of Iran’s current clerical regime while
simultaneously engaging meaningfully with alternatives to
it, with the ultimate objective of empowering a posttheocratic transition in Iran that better aligns the country
with American values and interests.
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Russia’s Return
In August 2021, Saudi Arabia’s deputy Defense Minister,
Prince Khalid Bin Salman, traveled to Russia to take part in
the International Military-Technical Forum, a prominent
multinational defense trade showcase held outside the
Russian capital of Moscow. The exhibition was more than
simply an opportunity for the Kingdom to acquire new
hardware from international suppliers, however. On the
sidelines of the gathering, Prince Khalid met with his
Russian counterpart, Alexander Fomin, and signed a new
agreement aimed at developing military cooperation
between Moscow and Riyadh.49
The development was momentous, marking a major
shift in alliances on the part of Saudi Arabia, a traditional
American ally. Yet it could not be said to be entirely
unexpected, coming as it did amid a profound souring of
relations between Saudi Arabia and the United States in the
Biden era. It was also a reflection of Moscow’s increasingly
prominent footprint in the Middle East and North Africa,
where the Kremlin has staked out the start of a nascent
sphere of influence.
Moscow’s return to the region represents the
culmination of a long-standing ambition on the part of the
Kremlin. During the decades of the Cold War, the Soviet
Union’s approach to the region sought to balance American
influence through the support of regional rogues such as
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, Muammar Qadhafi’s Libya and
Yassir Arafat’s Palestine Liberation Organization.50 The
“US Ally Saudi Arabia Signs Rare Military Deal With Russia,” The
New Arab, August 24, 2021, https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/usally-saudi-arabia-signs-rare-military-deal-russia.
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collapse of the USSR in the early 1990s caused a temporary
retraction of involvement in regional affairs, as the new
Russian state struggled to establish the contours of its new,
post-Soviet identity. Quickly, however, Russian officials
resumed their attempts to recreate a zone of influence for
Moscow in the Middle East.51 Yet it was not until 2015, when
the Kremlin made the decision to intervene militarily in
Syria in support of the regime of Bashar al-Assad, that
Russia can be said to have truly reentered the region.
Russia’s Syria intervention was propelled by a number
of political considerations.52 One was the pace of its
concurrent conflict with Ukraine, then entering its second
year. Contrary to President Vladimir Putin‘s domestic
political promises, that conflict was progressing far less
decisively than the Kremlin had initially hoped, and had
begun to take a political toll at home. Russian officials
therefore hoped to change the political conversation, away
from the increasing cost of their conflict with Kyiv and
toward a different strategic theater. Another was Russia’s
fear of a potential loss of strategic position in Syria, where it
had maintained a military base since the 1970s pursuant to
a Soviet-era basing arrangement hammered out with the
regime of Hafez al-Assad. The growing opposition to the
Syrian regime suggested that Russia could soon lose its
naval base in Tartus, and as a result its foothold for power
projection into the eastern Mediterranean—a possibility
that Moscow was eager to forestall. A third consideration,
and a distinctly domestic one, was the fact that Russia’s
See generally Ilan Berman, “Russia and the Mideast Vacuum,”
Institute for Advanced Strategic & Political Studies IASPS Research
Papers in Strategy no. 12, June 2001,
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rapidly growing Muslim minority was becoming
increasingly mobilized, and radicalized, as a result of the
Syrian civil war, with many joining the ranks of the Islamic
State terrorist group. Moscow, in turn, was eager to
externalize this discontent and fight these radicals beyond
its borders, rather than wait for them to return home.
Relevant, too, was the opportunity for Russia to expand its
influence in a key strategic theater, and do so at the expense
of the United States at a time when the Obama
administration was committed to an active presence in
Syria.53
These factors conspired to convince Russian leaders of
the prudence of opening a strategic front in support of the
Assad regime in Syria, which they did to great effect. The
success of Russia’s Syrian campaign, in turn, allowed the
Kremlin to use its foothold there as a springboard for a
further entry into the region. As a result, Russia today
enjoys an expanded military presence not only in the Levant
but also throughout the Middle East and North Africa.
Most concretely, this presence has come in the form of
military deployments. In Syria, Russia is estimated to have
some 4,000 troops spread between the Hmeimim air base in
Syria’s northwest and the Tartus naval base on the country’s
southwest seaboard.54 In Libya, Russian forces and
irregulars attached to the Wagner Group of mercenaries are
fighting in support of rebel warlord Khalifa Haftar in his
efforts to overthrow the UN- and U.S.-supported
Peter Baker, Helene Cooper and David E. Sanger, “Obama Sense
Special Operations Forces to Help Fight ISIS in Syria,” New York Times,
October 30, 2015,
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Government of National Accord.55 And in Sudan, Russia
has erected a naval base in Port Sudan pursuant to a 25-year
deal hammered out by the Kremlin with the thengovernment in Khartoum in December 2020.56 Further
south, Russia has also signed military cooperation
agreements with no fewer than 20 nations,57 deployed
mercenaries to the Democratic Republic of Congo, the
Central African Republic (and may soon do so in Mali), and
is now said to be contemplating a range of security
partnerships on the African continent.58
Russia’s arms sales to the region have also surged in
recent years. During the Cold War, the provision of arms to
friendly regimes and ideological fellow-travelers was an
essential part of the Soviet Union’s engagement. Over the
decades, this created a deep dependency on Russian arms
on the part of regional regimes—one that has endured in
many quarters. For instance, some 90 percent of Algeria’s
military equipment was of Russian origin in the late 1970s;
today, Algiers is still reliant on Moscow for roughly the
same percentage of its weaponry.59 Similarly, Syria, which
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relied on the USSR for the majority of its weapons during
the decades of the Cold War, is still heavily dependent on
arms exports from the Russian Federation for the continued
functioning of its military.60
Moreover, the Middle East is today a growing
commercial focus for Russia, the world’s second largest
arms exporter. “The Middle East is the fastest-growing arms
market in the world, and the most attractive and lucrative
to arms manufacturers such as Russia,” explains Alexey
Khlebnikov of the Russian International Affairs Council.61 It
is one where the Kremlin has positioned itself well as a
result of its expanding regional activities. Russian tactical
military successes in Syria have transformed the country
into a “showroom” of sorts, putting the Kremlin’s military
prowess and hardware on display for potential regional
clients.62 This presence has paid concrete dividends for the
Kremlin, much to the alarm of policymakers in
Washington.63 Between 2016 and 2020, Russia is estimated
to have supplied 69 percent of Algeria’s total arms imports,
41 percent of Egypt’s, and 34 percent of those of Iraq.64 And
See, for instance, David Kenner, “What Russia Gave Syria,” Foreign
Policy, June 21, 2012, https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/06/21/whatrussia-gave-syria/.
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while Russia still lags behind the United States in terms of
the volume of its arms sales to the region, the trendline is
clear: more and more countries in both the Middle East and
Africa are turning to Moscow as a source of materiel and
strategic support.
Russia’s foreign policy in the Middle East has often been
depicted as overwhelmingly opportunistic in nature.65
While that has certainly been the case, it would be a mistake
to underestimate the scope of the Kremlin’s ambitions.
“Over the last six years, the Russians have attempted to
leverage their military expedition in Syria into an attempt
to overthrow the U.S.-led security system in the Middle
East,” Col. Joel Rayburn, who served as the Trump
administration’s special envoy for Syria, has noted.
“Moscow has made much more progress on this than they
should have, and there is as yet no major effort underway
to stop them from doing so.”66
A significant part of the reason why has to do with the
prevailing view of Moscow in Washington: that the
challenge posed by Russia is likely to be fleeting in nature.
Conventional wisdom has long held that, despite its
aggressive international posture and expeditionary foreign
policy, Russia is a waning world nation—and that therefore
its foreign entanglements are not sustainable in the long
term. While the analysis of Russia’s decline is indeed true
today along some metrics, such as demographics, experts
like Michael Kofman and Andrea Kendall-Taylor have
argued convincingly that it may be more accurate to think
of Russia instead as a “persistent power” that will continue
to challenge U.S. strategic interests in various global
regions, including the Middle East, for the foreseeable
future.67
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Today, the future of Russia’s Middle East policy has
been called into question by its adventurism in Ukraine.
Beginning in late February of 2022, the Kremlin launched a
major military campaign against its western neighbor
intended to roll back Ukrainian sovereignty and bring it
back under Moscow’s sway. What was supposed to be a
rapid, overwhelming military offensive, however, has
bogged down in the face of stronger-than-expected
Ukrainian resistance and a major show of political unity
from NATO and the West. As it has, Moscow has been
forced to progressively reallocate resources in order to
sustain its Ukraine offensive—including by redeploying
forces from the Middle East and Africa to the Ukrainian
front.68 Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect Russia to
retain a strategic presence in the Middle East in the years
ahead, and to maintain an interest in serving as a “spoiler”
for American regional efforts there. As a result, in the future
the United States will need a policy of sustained political
and military engagement with the countries of the region
that diminishes the Kremlin’s attractiveness as a strategic or
military partner for those nations.

China’s Entry
Recent years have seen a profound redefinition of
America’s relationship with the People’s Republic of China
(PRC). Since Xi Jinping’s assumption of power in 2013,
China has discarded concepts such as “peaceful rise” and
“peace and development,” which previously characterized
its foreign policy, in favor of an increasingly assertive
approach to global affairs. Over time, this shift, as well as its
by-products (such as China’s Belt & Road Initiative [BRI]
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/russian-federation/2021-1019/myth-russian-decline.
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and the aggressive “wolf warrior diplomacy” practiced by
its diplomats), has sparked a reconfiguration of U.S.
assumptions about China, and a marked change in its
approach to the PRC.
Yet, while the conversation over competition with
China now extends to many arenas (among them supply
chains, telecommunications, artificial intelligence and even
space), it has not yet touched upon the Middle East. In fact,
if anything, the growing focus on China among
policymakers in Washington has contributed to America’s
current turn away from the Middle East. As a result,
comparatively few U.S. analysts and experts have taken
note of Beijing’s expanding strategic footprint in the Middle
East (as well as Africa). When they have, astute observers
have expressed growing alarm at what they see as a
“emerging Middle East Kingdom” that Beijing is erecting in
the region.69
China’s offensive has come in the form of deep—and
ongoing—economic investments. Whereas in the late 2000s
China’s overall investment in the Middle East totaled just
$1 billion annually,70 the past several years have seen an
explosion in the volume of Chinese funds flowing to the
region. In 2016, China became the Middle East’s largest
foreign investor, a position it has maintained in the years
since. Since the formal launch of its premier foreign policy
project, the BRI, Beijing has pumped at least $123 billion into
BRI-related projects in the Middle East.71 It has commenced
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major port and infrastructure projects throughout the
region, including in Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Oman and
Egypt. And it has become a major player in the telecom
sectors of all five Gulf Cooperation Council countries, as
well as those of Lebanon and Egypt.72
Beijing’s outreach, moreover, is not confined to the
Sunni nations of the region; China is significantly
expanding ties to Shi’ite Iran as well. In the spring of 2020,
the PRC and the Islamic Republic formally signed a massive
new strategic cooperation agreement. The 25-year accord,
which is believed to be valued at a staggering $400 billion,
codifies a “comprehensive strategic partnership” between
the two countries that provides China with preferential
access to a range of Iranian infrastructure projects, as well
as Iranian ports and naval facilities.73 The agreement,
coming as it did at the height of the Trump administration’s
“maximum pressure” policy, was a clear attempt by the
Iranian regime to mitigate the economic and political effects
of sanctions pressure on the part of the United States. The
strategic benefits for Beijing, however, were profound;
through it, the PRC has positioned itself to become the
Islamic Republic's main global partner, while the advent of
the Biden administration and its relaxation of U.S. sanctions
pressure on Iran has allowed Beijing to capitalize greatly on
this partnership.74 Surging Chinese purchases of Iranian
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crude, meanwhile, have gone a long way toward stabilizing
the Iranian economy.75
China has also become deeply invested in Israel. Over
the past decade, the PRC has become a major patron of
Israeli innovation, with investments totaling billions of
dollars and spanning the length and breadth of the Israeli
economy. Significantly, much of this involvement has been
concentrated in Israel’s high-tech industry, which has
emerged as the most vibrant and dynamic sector of the
country’s economic infrastructure. So consequential have
Chinese investments been that estimates have predicted the
PRC could eclipse the United States as the single largest
investor in the Jewish state in coming years.76
China’s growing stake in Israel, however, has begun to
create tensions in the long-standing “special relationship”
between Jerusalem and Washington. U.S. officials have
become increasingly alarmed over ways in which Israel’s
deepening connection to the PRC could potentially
compromise bilateral military cooperation.77 They have also
raised concerns over China’s involvement in critical
infrastructure projects in Israel, such as the port of Haifa,
that might provide Beijing with insights into, and access to,
vital intelligence pertaining to the U.S.-Israeli alliance.78
Israel has taken some steps to ameliorate these concerns
(including through the creation of institutional mechanisms
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within its national security establishment to vet Chinese
investments).79
Yet worries over ongoing Chinese involvement in Israel
have lingered in Washington. Like its predecessor, the
Biden administration has raised concerns with Israel over
its engagement with China, and the potential vulnerabilities
that could result from those contacts.80 Unlike in the past,
however, Washington and Jerusalem today find themselves
increasingly at odds on regional policy, in particular with
regard to Iran.81 This divergence is likely to make Israeli
officials less open to American concerns about their
country’s economic and political engagement with China,
and less amenable to corrective action to mollify U.S.
worries. As a result, this issue has the potential to cause
significant friction in the “special relationship” between the
United States and Israel in the future.
For its part, Beijing views all of these investments in
distinctly geopolitical terms: as a way of displacing the
United States in the Middle East and blunting American
influence there. While “American policymakers have long
assumed that Chinese and American goals in the Middle
East are largely complementary,” Michael Doran and Peter
Rough of the Hudson Institute have noted, China’s
machinations make clear that the PRC’s ultimate goal is to
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supplant America “as the dominant power in the Middle
East.”82 Beijing, moreover, is making progress toward this
objective. For instance, Saudi Arabia, a historic U.S. ally, has
tilted decisively toward China in recent months as doubts
over the durability of its strategic partnership with America
have grown in Riyadh.83 At the same time, other countries
(including Qatar, Bahrain and Lebanon) have become
deeply enmeshed with China’s “national champion”
technology firms, like Huawei, in spite of American
entreaties.84
Engagement with the region also possesses a distinctly
domestic component for Beijing. Through it, China has
sought to blunt criticism of its persecution of its Uighur
Muslim minority, with considerable success. Nearly
without exception, Muslim nations have remained silent
regarding the PRC’s treatment of their co-religionists—a
policy which successive U.S. administrations have termed a
genocide. In fact, more than a few Middle Eastern nations
(among them Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, the UAE
and Syria) have come out in defense of China’s repression
campaign, which is being conducted by Chinese authorities
under the guise of “combatting extremism.”85 China, in
other words, has effectively used its investments abroad to
82
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buy the silence of the Muslim World regarding its atrocities
at home.
The PRC’s emergence as a serious strategic player in the
Middle East carries enormous consequences, both for the
United States and for America’s regional allies. As the
United States reduces its presence in—and influence over—
Mideast affairs, the resulting vacuum is being filled by
China, which is using its economic engagement and
technological exports to reshape the contours of the region
in a less free, more authoritarian direction.86
The United States does not currently possess a cogent
answer to these advances. While it has attempted to
pressure regional allies (such as Israel and Morocco) to limit
or circumscribe their ties to the PRC, it has thus far failed to
offer a sustainable alternative to economic and political
engagement with China to those nations. To do so,
American policymakers will need to meaningfully engage
with those countries across the same political, economic and
military domains as the PRC currently is. Only by providing
real alternatives to the current regional default of
partnership with China can the United States hope to
convincingly woo Middle Eastern states out of Beijing’s
orbit, and into its own.

The Syrian Crucible
In the Spring of 2011, the “Arab Spring” came to Syria in the
form of grassroots protests against the corruption and
repressive policies of the regime of Bashar al-Assad. The
Assad government’s draconian response to the discontent
ignited a larger conflagration, as an assortment of rebel
groups coalesced into a broad opposition front against the
regime. The conflict also drew Islamist actors such as alIlan Berman, “The ‘China Model’ Comes To The Middle East,” AlHurra Digital, July 17, 2019, op. cit.
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Qaeda and the Islamic State, which exploited the conflict to
advance their own separate strategic agendas. More than
ten years on, the Syrian civil war continues to fester, and to
exert a profound influence over the geopolitical currents of
the region in a number of concrete ways.
The first has to do with the complexion of Syria itself.
After over a decade of conflict, the country is locked in a
corrosive political stalemate. While Syrian president Bashar
al-Assad and his regime have succeeded in clinging to
power, the political opposition to his rule remains viable
and active throughout the country. Despite years of pitched
fighting, neither side can score a decisive victory against the
other. The resulting status quo has been ruinous for the
country and its people. The Syrian health system has been
decimated by conflict, which has resulted in the destruction
of hospitals, the departure of some 70 percent of the
country’s health care workers, and rampant shortages in
medical supplies.87 (This situation, in turn, has been gravely
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.) Syria’s education
sector, too, has been significantly (and adversely) affected.
In early 2021, the United Nations estimated that more than
2.4 million Syrian children, over half of the country’s minor
population, were out of school as a result of attacks on
education facilities and personnel that have thoroughly
crippled the provision of schooling.88
Second, and related, has been the war’s human toll. The
Syrian conflict has become the world’s largest humanitarian
See, for instance, Elizabeth Tsurkov and Qussai Jukhandar, “Ravaged
by war, Syria’s health care system is utterly unprepared for a
pandemic,” Middle East Institute, April 23, 2020,
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crisis, with roughly 13.5 million people—more than half of
Syria’s pre-war population of 21 million—forcibly
displaced either internally or externally, according to the
estimates of leading humanitarian groups.89 Nearly 7
million of this cohort are now refugees and asylum-seekers
who have fled abroad, with the majority flooding into
neighboring countries, severely straining political
structures and social safety nets in those places in the
process. Turkey is currently estimated to be playing host to
nearly 3.7 million Syrian refugees, Lebanon to be housing
some 850,000, Jordan nearly 670,000 and Iraq almost
250,000.90 At present, there exists no coherent international
strategy for dealing with this problem. A lasting resolution
to the crisis would require Syrian refugees to be able to
return home. Doing so, however, is impossible so long as
the Assad regime remains in power.
Syria’s civil war has also spawned a protracted proxy
conflict between neighboring Israel and the Assad regime’s
key strategic partner, Iran. Over the past several years, Iran
(working in tandem with Russia) has played a key role in
buttressing the Assad regime and reinforcing its hold on
power. Iran’s assistance has come in the form of political
support, economic assistance, and the mass mobilization of
foreign fighters under the direction of its clerical army, the
IRGC.91 Via these avenues, Iran has dramatically expanded
its strategic influence over both the present regime and the
future of the Syrian state.92
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As Iran’s influence has grown, so have Israeli worries
over the presence of its regional nemesis on the territory of
its northern neighbor. In response, Israel’s government has
acted repeatedly in recent years to militarily degrade
Iranian deployed assets on Syrian soil. As then-Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu explained in late 2018: “We
aren't prepared to accept the Iranian military entrenchment
in Syria, which is directed against us. We will act against it
vigorously and continuously.”93 This policy has been
perpetuated by the current coalition government of Prime
Minister Naftali Bennett, which has continued offensive
military operations against Iranian targets on Syrian
territory. Of late, it has done so with apparent tacit Russian
support, suggesting an emerging meeting of the minds
between Moscow and Jerusalem about the need to reduce
the Iranian regime’s footprint in Syria.94 However, Israel’s
goal of affecting a lasting rollback of Iran’s presence on its
northern border will not be possible while Iranian forces
continue to enjoy the patronage of the Assad regime.
Iran, meanwhile, is fundamentally altering the
complexion of Syria via a broad economic, political and
military offensive. Militarily, the start of the Syrian civil war
saw a massive Iranian investment in expanding its direct
PolichWatch 2955, April 12, 2018,
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/iran-outpacingassad-control-syrias-shia-militias; Anchal Vohra, “Iran is trying to
convert Syria to Shiism,” Foreign Policy, March 15, 2021,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/03/15/iran-syria-convert-shiism-warassad/.
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presence and indirect influence in support of the Assad
regime. It accomplished this through the cultivation of local
militias, the deployment of IRGC personnel and foreign
irregulars drawn from Afghanistan, Yemen, Pakistan, Iraq
and elsewhere. At the peak of the conflict in 2016, the total
size of this cohort is estimated to have numbered nearly
80,000 thousand fighters. 95 While this contingent has
diminished in size since, Iran is widely understood to still
maintain a major military presence on Syrian soil.
Economically, meanwhile, the Islamic Republic has made
major investments in the regime of Bashar al-Assad. When
surveyed by the Atlantic Council in February of 2020,
Iranian loans, grants, lines of credit and other financial
assistance to Damascus were valued at between $30 and
$105 billion.96 Iran has likewise become a major supplier of
infrastructure aid to Damascus, with Iranian investors
estimated to be "involved in reconstruction projects in Syria
worth $600 billion."97 In this way, the Iranian regime—itself
experiencing economic hardship as a result of U.S. sanctions
during the Trump era—became an indispensable financial
lifeline for the Assad government.
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Tehran’s support, however, extends far beyond simply
propping up Syria’s dictatorship. The Islamic Republic is
also attempting to reshape Syrian society along religious
and sociocultural lines. Since the 1970s, the Islamic Republic
has engaged in a systematic effort to co-opt local “Shia
religious infrastructure” in Syria while building up a local
alternative of its own through the construction of
seminaries, shrines and religious centers.98 It has also
deeply insinuated itself into Syria's academic institutions;
Iran is estimated to have rebuilt more than 10,000 Syrian
schools destroyed during the civil war, and to now control
a network of private Iranian schools throughout the
country.99 Iran is also co-opting Syrian higher education
institutions, and has even established a branch of its own
Islamic Azad University in the Syrian capital, Damascus.100
The aggregate result of these tactics, according to Middle
East scholar Oula Alrifai, is that the Islamic Republic “has
entrenched itself in Syria far beyond the battle lines” with
an ideological presence that the Syrian people and their
international allies will find difficult to dislodge.101
Yet another layer of the Syrian civil war is the ongoing
conflict between neighboring Turkey and the radical
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) and its offshoots. The PKK,
since its establishment in the late 1970s, has emerged as the
principal terrorist threat to the Turkish state, carrying out
numerous attacks against both Turkish civilians and
infrastructure in furtherance of its objective of establishing
an independent Kurdish state. Robust Turkish
counterterrorism operations during the 1990s, culminating
with the 1999 arrest of PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan,
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significantly diminished the group, but the start of the
second Iraq War subsequently provided the organization
with a new lease on life and safe haven in Iraqi Kurdistan.
In 2013, the PKK and the Turkish government concluded a
ceasefire and began a peace process, but the truce fractured
two years later amid Turkey’s concurrent struggle against
the Islamic State.102 Since then, Ankara has carried out
multiple military operations against the PKK and its
offshoots.
The United States has inadvertently assumed a major
role in this struggle. As part of its efforts to limit America’s
commitment in the fight against the Islamic State, the
Obama administration gravitated toward a policy of arming
Kurdish rebels in Syria.103 Via this policy, the United States
partnered with the PYD, the ruling party in Syrian
Kurdistan, and provided arms and materiel to its armed
wing, the YPG. The Turkish government considers both
groups to be offshoots of the PKK, and as a result viewed
American support for them as tantamount to a betrayal,
with bilateral ties suffering greatly as a result.104 The Trump
administration inherited this policy, and during its time in
office attempted to mitigate the damage, including via
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(unfulfilled) pledges to disarm the YPG.105 President
Trump’s subsequent 2018 decision to draw down U.S.
forces in northern Syria resulted in a stepped up Turkish
cross-border military presence in Syria in the years since,
with Ankara repeatedly targeting Kurdish forces on Syrian
soil. The issue, however, remains a source of considerable
friction in Turkish-American ties, and has cast a pall over
dialogue and cooperation between Washington and
Ankara.
Recent American policy now threatens to make the
overall situation significantly worse. Since taking office, the
Biden administration has scaled down the U.S. commitment
to isolating the Assad regime on the world stage or to
meaningfully resolving the region’s most intractable
conflict. In turn, the Administration’s laissez faire attitude,
and its failure to enforce existing sanctions against Syrian
officials, has helped spur a “regional normalization” of the
Assad regime, as more and more Middle Eastern states
begin to engage with Damascus anew.106 As a result, the
conflict’s current destructive status quo is becoming further
entrenched, and finding a meaningful resolution to it all the
more difficult.

New Connections
In September of 2020, the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain ushered in a qualitatively new phase in Middle
Eastern politics when they formally agreed to normalize
their diplomatic relations with Israel. That breakthrough
was followed, in rapid succession, by others, as both Sudan
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and Morocco concluded their own normalization
agreements with the Jewish state. By the time the Trump
administration left office in January 2021, it had presided
over the most consequential advance in Arab-Israeli
peacemaking since the 1978 Camp David Accords.
The United States played an indispensable part in
nurturing these agreements through steps such as the
removal of Sudan from the official U.S. list of Foreign
Terrorist Organizations and the formal recognition of
Moroccan sovereignty over the contested territory of the
Western Sahara. It would be incorrect, however, to say that
the Trump administration created the “Abraham Accords”
from whole cloth. To the contrary, the quiet contacts that
broke out into the open beginning in September 2020 had
existed for years, nurtured by shared concerns over Iran and
vibrant—if tacit—economic interaction among the
“Accords” countries.
Nearly a year-and-a-half on, these connections are
flourishing. Although the October 2021 coup d’etat in Sudan
has left the fate of relations between Jerusalem and
Khartoum uncertain, Israel’s economic, political and
strategic contacts with the remaining three “Abraham
Accords” nations have expanded dramatically.
Ties between Israel and the United Arab Emirates
represent the most dynamic and fast-moving dimension of
the emerging Arab-Israeli rapprochement. Contacts
between the two countries have proceeded along seven
main vectors—investment, finance, health, civilian space
program, civil aviation, foreign policy and diplomatic
affairs, and tourism and culture—with striking results.
From a paltry $15 million just a couple of years ago, trade
between the two countries approached $675 million as of
October 2021 as a result of partnerships in such fields as
artificial intelligence, cyber security, food, water security,
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and energy.107 It is now predicted to exceed $3 billion in just
a matter of years108—and Emirati officials have envisioned
$1 trillion in overall economic activity by 2031.109 The two
nations have formally exchanged ambassadors, and direct
flights have commenced, leading to a surge in tourism (with
an estimated 250,000 Israelis having visited the UAE as of
October 2021).110
While relations between Israel and Bahrain have
evolved more slowly, they have followed the same general
trajectory. Previously minimal, bilateral trade is estimated
to reach hundreds of millions of dollars annually.111 To
maintain this momentum, Manama and Jerusalem inked a
framework to fast-track trade, research & development and
business exchanges in mid-2021.112 The two countries have
also begun coordinating on key aspects of foreign policy,
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signing a July 2021 accord on cybersecurity,113 subsequently
establishing formal diplomatic representation, and inking
agreements between several of their respective policy
centers for joint research on issues such as countering Iran
in the ideological and public diplomacy arenas. And in
March of 2022, the foreign ministers of the two countries
formally signed a “Joint Warm Peace Strategy” mapping
out a roadmap for enhanced economic, security and
political cooperation over the coming decade.114
With Morocco, too, ties have expanded dramatically. A
Summer 2021 report by Israel’s Regional Cooperation
Ministry and the Israel Export Institute laid out that Israeli
exports to the Kingdom (which were valued at less than $4
million in 2019) could soon reach as much as $250 million
annually.115 The two nations have exchanged ambassadors,
direct flights have been established, and some 200,000
Israeli tourists are expected to visit the Kingdom annually,
post-pandemic.116 Military ties have also blossomed; in
November 2021, Israeli Defense Minister Benny Gantz
visited Rabat and signed a memorandum of understanding
on bilateral military cooperation with his Moroccan
Shoshanna Solomon, “Israel, Morocco sign accord for cybersecurity
coordination,” Times of Israel, July 15, 2021,
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counterpart, Abdellatif Loudiyi. The “unprecedented”
agreement facilitates intelligence coordination, defenseindustrial collaboration and strategic contacts between the
two countries.117 Morocco has likewise become an Israeli
defense client, purchasing the country’s “Skylock Dome”
counter-drone system in late 2021 to better secure its
“Southern Provinces” (as the Western Sahara is known
domestically).118
Such contacts, moreover, are poised to expand still
further. Experts have estimated that the new arrangements
cumulatively have the potential to create as many as 150,000
new jobs for the signatory nations, and could help address
the high rate of youth unemployment in the Arab World.119
The three countries have also drifted into strategic
alignment over the shared threat posed by the Islamic
Republic of Iran. In early 2021, Israeli Defense Minister
Benny Gantz publicly aired plans to develop a “special
security arrangement” with Israel's new Gulf allies to jointly
counter Iran,120 and concrete coordination has begun via
exercises such as naval drills in the Red Sea intended to
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ensure freedom of navigation in regional waterways.121
Other nations, such as Jordan, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, are
now being drawn into the unfolding regional dynamic in
the form of new agreements and strengthened diplomacy
with Israel.122
These links, and other emerging ones, have set in
motion a qualitatively new trend in the Middle East—what
Israeli officials have termed a “new era” of peace, prosperity
and coordination between Israel and the Arab World.123 Yet
these connections are currently taking place largely without
the involvement of the United States. Since taking office, the
Biden administration has adopted a decidedly laissez faire
attitude toward Arab-Israeli normalization. Administration
officials have routinely minimized the significance of the
unfolding rapprochement visible in the Middle East, or of
the role that President Trump played in formalizing it.124 It
has walked away from financial vehicles designed by its
predecessor to spur greater investment and interest from
the private sector in business collaboration between the
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parties.125 And while it has affirmed some of the Accords’
tenets (such as Morocco’s sovereignty over the territory of
the Western Sahara), it has not done much of substance to
strengthen them.
Such a posture of disengagement and disinterest carries
tremendous risks for the United States. By failing to
acknowledge the new strategic currents taking shape in the
Middle East, the United States will relegate itself to the role
of a mere bystander in the region, without much ability to
shape regional events or influence its dynamics. Moreover,
by not backing the region’s evolving economic and political
partnerships, the United States will inevitably find itself
eclipsed by other regional actors (such as Russia and China)
who have begun to throw their backing behind these new
connections.126

Rethinking a Changed Region
The foregoing strategic dynamics are of enormous
consequence to the United States. They present
policymakers in Washington with new challenges and fresh
opportunities that cumulatively demand a re-conception of
the role that America can and should play in the region.
Such a rethink begins with the understanding that the
Middle East is not peripheral to American interests, or to its
global priorities. For most of the past decade, the United
States has been in strategic retreat from the region, as other
priorities have steadily risen in prominence for American
policymakers. This inattention has been exploited by
adversaries such as China and Russia, which have adroitly
taken advantage of America’s disengagement to advance
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their own agendas and presence in the region—and done so
in ways that disadvantage long-term American interests. At
the same time, the deepening political, economic and
strategic integration now visible between Israel and the
Arab World holds the potential to significantly advance
American security and U.S. strategic interests.
Most concretely, ongoing regional challenges, such as
the threat posed by Iran and the conflict in Syria, require a
new security architecture capable of providing assurance to
regional allies and a common defense against shared
threats. During its time in office, the Trump administration
attempted to create such a grouping. Beginning in 2017,
administration officials worked quietly with the
governments of Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain,
Kuwait, the UAE and Jordan to erect what they dubbed the
“Middle East Security Alliance.” The bloc, which was
popularized in various articles as an “Arab NATO,”127 was
in truth designed to be much more. The Alliance indeed
centered on a concrete military partnership—one aimed at
“confront[ing] extremism, terrorism, [and] achieving peace,
stability and development” in the region.128 However, the
bloc also aspired to economic functions, most notably the
harmonization of energy policy as a means of stabilizing
global markets.129 But the Alliance never formally
materialized during the tenure of the Trump
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administration, and the concept was subsequently
abandoned by the Biden White House.
Today, the rationale for such an effort has been greatly
advanced by the new dynamism and connectivity evident
in Israeli-Arab ties, which have created the political and
economic infrastructure to make such an alignment
possible. Yet, since taking office, the Biden administration
has abandoned the concept in favor of a more traditional
approach to the Middle East—one focused on bilateral
diplomacy with Iran and routine political contacts with
Israel and the countries of the Persian Gulf and North
Africa. In the process, it has overlooked a key opportunity
to create a persistent regional presence that enhances U.S.
deterrence and better protects key partners and allies.
Whatever form it ultimately takes, U.S. policy must be
predicated on the understanding that the Middle East is
both a vital area for American interests and a key arena for
21st century competition. For, if the United States fails to
take the region and its evolving strategic dynamics
seriously, Washington will inevitably be marginalized in
it—with profound (and profoundly negative) consequences
for American security and prosperity.
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